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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the behaviour at infinity of eigenfunctions of 
Dirac operators of the form 
H=a(D-A)+@+L+ W, 
where m B 0 is the mass of the particle, A: R3 + R3 is the vector potential 
of the external magnetic field B= rot A, L is the scalar potential of the 
external electric field E= -grad L (in fact L is allowed to be matrix- 
valued) and L is a matrix-valued potential (see Section 2 for other 
notations). Our essential aim is to obtain conditions for the absence of 
eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum of H and our principal 
results are in the following direction: 
(i) the distribution of the eigenvalues of H: such eigenvalues are of 
finite multiplicity and can have as accumulation points + HZ; 
(ii) exponential decay (at infinity) for the eigenfunctions of H; 
(iii) absence of eigenvaiues E. of the operator H with 121 >nz (the 
principal result in this direction is contained in Theorem 6); 
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(iv) result about the discreteness of the spectrum in (-m, +m), with 
long rangcn and locally singular potentials. 
Let us recall that the “local” unique continuation theorem for Dirac 
operators necessary for this purpose, has been proved in [4]. This unique 
continuat on property implies in particular that a solution Ht+b = I& with 
compact :upport is identically zero. Therefore the interest of this theorem 
shows th:lt the Dirac Hamiltonian with locally singular potential has no 
eigenvalul:s embedded in the continuous spectrum. This theorem is a 
generaliz; tion of a result of Hile and Protter in [S], who treat only the 
case VE I,,$ and A = 0, without a long range part in the Hamiltonian. 
Here we apply the method introduced in [2] and we use an idea which 
appears in [6] (i.e., of approximating a weight function cp by a family 
{ cp, )~, 0 If more slowly increasing functions), in order to obtain a unique 
continuation “at infinity.” 
The pc tential V = L + W is decomposed in a long range part L and a 
short range part W. L has a local boundedness condition and also a con- 
dition at its radial derivative (see (38), (39)). This part contains the 
coulomb potential, which is the interesting physical case. W can be singular 
(Lk, witt p = 5) and decays in the mean at infinity as a short range poten- 
tial (as c escribed by conditions (40) and (57)); it also may not be self- 
adjoint. I’he conditions on A are gauge-invariant: other than a quite weak 
local condition on A (it must be such that .4,f~ LfO= if f~ H,‘,,, see 
Section 2) we put conditions only on B (see (37)). 
See [9. 131 for the earlier results on the absence of embedded eigen- 
values. 
Our rlethod is based on Hardy and Carleman type inequalities 
introducr:d in [Z]: 
A Hardy t!ye inequality says that if 14 is square integrable at infinity and 
(H - 1.) s small at infinity, then u is also small at infinity. Namely, let 
52 c R” Je a neighbourhood of infinity and cp, 8: Q + Iw two smooth 
function>. We shall call Hardy type inequalities any inequality of the form 
(HI IIeVI~*LI,RJG clI~e’PWIL~~Ql, UE ,x;(n), 
where s s a fixed number in [0,2] and H is a second order elliptic partial 
different. al operator. We establish two such inequalities (26) and (48). 
Conditic n (26) says 
llaD,ewull + Ile’pulI <cll@YH- i) 4, 
where c, R are Finite constants, cp: [R,, x ) -+ [w is an increasing function of 
class C’ with some properties and 14 E oZ,‘OC(Q(R)) n X(Q(R)). 
Corldition (26) allows us to obtain results on the exponential decay of 
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the eigenfunctions associated to eigenvalues 1 with 111 <m under general 
conditions on A, V (see Theorem 1, Corollary 1, and the remark 
following). Also (26) implies the discreteness of the spectrum is ( -m, +m); 
see Corollary 2 of Theorem 1. 
The Hardy type inequality (48) says 
11(1 +rp’)Pu(l + II(rcp’)“%eD.~e~~ull + JID,e%lI 6cllrP(H-L)ull, 
where R, c are finite constants, cp: (R,, #xG) -+ R is a function of class C2 
with p’(r) > 0 for any r 2 R. and for r -+ m one has rep” = o(rp’) and if cp’ is 
not bounded, then cp’ --) LC and cp” Z 0, and u E ,X’,‘,,(Q(R)) n X(Q(R)). 
Condition (48) shows that, under conditions on A and W (but not with 
the conditions (38) on L), the eigenfunctions u associated to the eigen- 
values i with 111 > m are rapidly decreasing at infinity: for any k < x; we 
have Ilek’-Y12ull < % (see Corollary 1 of Theorem 4). We show that such 
eigenvalues are of finite multiplicity and can have as accumulation points 
fm. 
In Section 4 we prove the Hardy inequality (35) by the Fourier trans- 
form method introduced by Agmon in [I], 
llPYUll * 1 < CIIP’ + w- 1”) 4, 
where il E R\ [ -m, + m], s > - i, c is a constant (a locally bounded 
function of E. and s), UE .Y’(R”. E) and fi is the free Dirac Hamiltonian. 
Although (35) is a particular case of (48) we think that this method sheds 
an interesting light on the entire problem. 
A Carleman type inequality is an inequality of the form 
for all L’E X’(Q) of compact support and all r 3 TV, where c is independent 
of T and s is again a number in [0,2]. 
If u is known to decay rapidly at infinity and if one has a Carleman type 
inequality for the operator H, then one finds by applying standard 
Carleman method that u has compact support. This inequality can then be 
used to show that u=O, which is a unique continuation property for the 
operator H. We prove the Carleman type inequality (53) 
(r).-’ ‘IID.Ae’“zdII + Il(rcp’)“2WD,4e”Pull 
+ (T)‘;211cp’er9u(I < c(l(rcp’)’ 2e”p(H, -1) ulj, 
where cp is a function similar to (48) with cp” >O, c, R are finite constants, 
UE &cf(Q(R)), z 2 1, and H, = aD, + m/? + L. 
Finally the estimate and corollary following give results about the non- 
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existence of eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum. This is a 
generalization of a result of [4]. 
We conjecture that the regularity condition IVE Lf,, can be replaced by 
L”C’. . lot 
Anotb:r method of proving the absence of eigenvalues (isolated or 
embedded in the continuous spectrum) is the method of analytic per- 
tubation:; and dilations initiated by Kato in [lo]. In the presence of a 
singular potential our experience, however, is that the method of Lp a 
priori inc:qualities (of Hardy or Carleman type), typical of PDE theory, is 
more effective and will give results where the other methods fails. 
Finall:, we mention that some of the principal results of the present 
paper WC re announced in [S]. 
2. SOME IDENTITIES FOR DIRAC OPERATORS 
In thi: section we present the general framework in which our estimates 
will be made and recall some facts about Dirac operators (see 
Messiah [ 121 for details). E is the space of Dirac spinors, i.e., E is a four- 
dimensicnal complex Hilbert space with ( .; )E and norm 1 lE in which 
four self.adjoint operators c(, , rZ. c(~, g verifying the relations 
are giveit. L(E) is the space of linear operators E + E provided with the 
usual norm denoted 1 . 1 E, and S(E) the real subspace of self-adjoint 
operators. It is convenient to introduce the following operators in E: 
0, = -IctzLxJ, 02 = --Ic(Jc(,, CT3 = -ia, c(z. (2) 
Then, w: have 
Of= a,, cTioI, + (Tx-oi = 26,,; CT,CTz=KTj (3) 
and oth:r circular permutations. We adopt the following convention: if 
T,, Tz, r3 are operators in the same Hilbert space, then T is the ordered 
triplet ( T, . T,, T,), called a vector operator. The usual rules of vector 
calculus are easily extended to this situation (modulo domain questions). 
For exa nple, (2) is equivalent to a x a = 26 
If I‘ s a Hilbert space and X = X 0 E, then rj, /3, oi become operators 
in &“; t y the identifications a., = 1 0 u.~, etc. Then for any two vectors 
operators S, T in J? whose components commute with ‘x, (i= 1, 2, 3) one 
has 
(aS)(aT) = ST + ia(S x T) (4) 
(module domain questions). 
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Let Q c R3 be any open set. If X’(Q) = E2(Q)@ Er L2(Q; E) is the 
Hilbert space of (classes of) functions U: Q + E which are measurable and 
of square-integrable modulus then (.; ) is the scalar product in X(Q) 
(anti-linear in the first variable) and )I . I/ is the corresponding norm. More 
generally ( .; ) will denote the (anti-) duality between various spaces of E- 
valued distributions. For SE R u ( -cc, a ), X”‘(Q) are the usual Sobolev 
spaces associated to X(Q) and P&(Q) being the corresponding local 
spaces. We denote by 11. llXs a norm on X”(Q) compatible with its 
topology. Let Y?:(Q) be the set of u E X”(Q) having compact support in Q 
and X;(Q) the closure of X;(Q) in P(Q). X;(Q) is provided with the 
topology induced by X”(Q), while X;,(Q) has the usual inductive limit 
topology. We put X’(R3) = X’, X(R3) = %?. The Sobolev spaces of C- 
valued distributions are denoted by H’(Q). 
If R>O, let Q(R) = {x~ R3 1 1x1 > R}. In this case we also introduce the 
space OXi(Q( R)) = {u E X~(L?)) u vanishes in a neighbourhood of infinity) 
equipped with the natural limit topology (for each R, E (R, ‘x) consider the 
space of UESP~(Q(R)) such that u(x)=0 for (xl > R,, equipped with the 
topology induced by #A(SZ(R)), then ,#f(B(R)) is the union of these 
spaces). Also, let &P,‘,,(Q( R)) = {uEX,‘,,(Q(R)) such that if 0~ C;(R’), 
then Bu E ,Xf(Q(R))}. 
If F= E or F= L(E) and 15 ps x8 we denote by LP(Q; F) the space 
of (classes of) functions f: R + F which are measurable and 
Ilfll U = (~,lfl”,d.~)“” < co (with the sup norm if p = X, ). 
If 6, 9 are topological vector spaces, let Y(&, 9) be the set of linear 
continuous operators: 8 + 9. If V is an L(E)-valued function or dis- 
tribution on R, then we identify it with the operator of multiplication by V 
(acting from a space of E-valued distributions on Q to another such space). 
Let V*(x)= V(x)* (adjoint in f.(E)). Assume that VEY(XJ(Q), X’(Q)), 
i.e., for any open set Q,, c Q with compact closure in 52, there is a constant 
c<cc such that if UEX,X(Q,) then VUE&“(Q) and IIVu(l scllullX,. In 
particular VE L~JQ; L(E)), hence V is an L(E)-valued distribution and its 
derivatives dj Vr i+V/c?x,, j= 1, 2, 3, are well defined. We shall show that 
V*ESP(GP~.(Q),A?(Q)), i?jV~L?(~xf(Q),~~‘(Q)) and any u,u~Xf(Q) 
(u, (8,V) u) = -(dj14, Vu) - (v*u, ap> (5) 
(in the left-hand side (.; ) is the anti-duality between %f(Q) and its 
strong anti-dual 2,;,‘(Q)). The first assertion follows obviously from the 
fact that E is finite-dimensional: we can assume E= C4, hence V is a 
matrix with elements Vjk and VEY(#J.(Q), Z(Q)) is equivalent to 
Vjk E Y(Hf.(Q), H(Q)) for any j, k, which clearly implies the assertion. 
By duality we then get VE .9’(31”(Q), 3&‘(Q)), hence also 
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VE 9(&‘,.(Q), Z-‘(Q)). If Q, is as before and UEXF(R~) then (the 
derivativ:s being always in the sense of distributions) 
and (5) lollows immediately. 
Let 4 = -id, (j= 1, 2, 3) considered as an operator acting on E-valued 
or scalar-valued distributions, D = (D,, Dz, D3). Let A = (A,, A,, A,): 
Q + R’ ;uch that FINELY,, and D, =D-A the vector operator with 
compom nts D,, = D,- A,. Then DA,: X,,,(Q) + X”,,l(Q) + L,‘,,(Q; E) and 
if v: Q -+ iw’ is any function, then for any DE X,‘,,(Q) we have 
D,,L E L J Q; E) and 
(6) 
almost everywhere in R (we recall that It’1 Ed H,‘,,(Q) and 
1 DilolE\ 2 lDivlE). Equation (6) follows easily by the relation 
We introduce the space 
H;(Q)= jo~~(SZ)(D,~,c~~X(S2),j=1,2,3) 
equippecl with the norm 
(7) 
Il~ll.,~=~II~.~~~ll~+ I141’)L” (8) 
(for any vector operator T we define /Tull = (I,‘= ,I(Tiul(‘)“2. Then Hi(Q) 
is a Hilt lert space.’ 
Let ,$1(Q) be the closure of X;‘(Q) in &L(Q). Therefore 
,@\(Q)m=X(Q) continuously and densely. Hence (see Lions and 
Magene ; [ 111) we can consider for any 0 < s < 1 the interpolating space 
.&JsZ) = [$71q(sZ), X(Q)], us with the norm (I . II xy;. We shall need in the 
final section the following lemma: 
LEMMA I (Diamagnetic inequality). For each s E (0, l] there is a 
constant CC rem such that,for any u~$f.,(Q) we have IuIE~HO(Q) and 
II I~lEIIH’sCIl4.y~~ 4 
’ Proof If : I’. ) “E Ig is a Cauchy sequence in X’\(Q), then there are 11, )I’, , w?, IZ’) E -V(Q) 
such that I’, + P. D,4,~l, --t W, in X(Q). Since DA,v,, + D,,c weakly as distributions, we get 
D,,r=w, i.e..rE.P\. 1 
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Proof: If s=O (with X(Q) s&“,(Q)) the assertion is trivial. If s= 1 
and Ij.fllH1 = (llfll’+ IIDf/12)“2 then (9) follows from (6) if VEX:(Q) and 
in general by an easy approximation procedure. (Apply the Fatou lemma 
in the left-hand side.) For 0 <s < 1 one can use the method of the inter- 
polation by traces (see ( 10.5) in Chapter 1 of Lions and Magenes [ 111 and 
Theorem 3.12.2 of Bergh and Lijfstriim [3]) but it is easier to apply 
directly the following general result on non-linear interpolation (see 
Tartar [ 141): let &C A,, B, c B, be Banach spaces and T: A, + B, such 
that T(A,) c B, and there is c < crj with the property 
lITa- TK&clla-bll.~, for any u,~EA, 
lIWI,,~~ll~lI., for any UEA,. 
Then for any 8 E (0, 1) and p E [ 1, m] there is ~(0, p) < xl such that for 
any ~~(&A,h,, 
II Tall mJ,S,),&~(~~ PMIAo.A,,n.r 1. 
The next lemma contains three technical assertions which will be useful 
later on: 
LEMMA 2. (i) Let A: Q + R3 such that A-, E U(H:(Q), X(Q)). Denote 
B= rot A, then Bj~ 9(X:(Q), X-‘(Q)) undfor any L’E &f.(Q) 
(laD,vll’= /lD,~ll’- (11, oBv). (10) 
(ii) Besides the assumptions of(i) assume that Bj urefbnctions undfor 
some c>O and urz~f f~ H:(Q) we have (A IBlf) s~llfll2,,. Then we hatIe 
I(L~, aBtl)l ~3~IIuII$:for any ~EIY:.(Q). 
(iii) Let V: Q -+ L(E) such that VE Y(XXlf(Q), Z(R)) undfor some 
E >O II VvII 5 EI(uII x I for any Z’E X:(Q). Then for an)’ such u we also huoe 
II WI 5 24l&’ . .J’ 
Proof: (i) Taking into account the remarks made before (see (5)) we 
have 
(v,oBu)=i(axDo,Au)-i(Au,axD~) 
which formally is the same thing as 
(11) 
aB=a(VxA)=(oxV)A=i[axD,A]. 
It is enough to prove (10) for u E #<7(Q) (by density and continuity). Then 
if Aje C”(Q), (10) follows immediately from (4) because D, x D,d = iB. If 
Aim L:,,(Q) then it can be approximated in L;b, by C”-functions, hence 
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L~EX~?=(S~) being fixed, we get (10) (remark (11)) also in this case. In the 
general I:ase, we can construct a sequence of bounded vector fields 
A,:Q -+ W3 such that IA,,,1 S IF$I (j= 1,2,3) and A,,+A almost 
everywhere if n + ccj. We have ( 10) and (11) for every A, and we can pass 
to the lirlit under the integrals using the dominated convergence theorem 
(IA,,-u 5 IA,U EL’(Q)). 
(ii) Here I/ . \I Jy’i is defined by (8) with A = 0. Recall that (6) implies 
II I4EIlH~~ IM.#I,~ (12) 
for any c~X’“f(S2) (see the proof of Lemma 1). Then 
(iii) We identify E= C4 using an orthonormal basis. Then V= (V,,) 
is 4x4 nlatrlx and t’=(~,),~,~~, IIuII~JY = (Z;‘= ,Ilu,Il$)“‘. Hence 
V,k 1) k 
II 
2 
5 E2 i IlU~ll~l. 
k=l 
Fix k, ta <e tlk = f’and fii = 0 for i # k, and denote P, = (I,“= , ) Vikl ‘)“*. We 
obtain I vk;.flI 5 ~llfll H1. If V= (Xi=, Q’,2, then clearly we have 
1 Vu1 E 5 i'lol E, hence 
Assume low that we are given a constant m >= 0, a number L E IL!, a vector 
field A: I? + [w3 and two functions L: s2 + S(E), W: D -+ L(E) such that the 
operator 1 of multiplication by Aj (j= 1, 2, 3), L and W are in 
Y(XJ(L!), H(Q)). As we have seen before, we shall have Aj~ Lo,,, L 
and W lIelongs to LF,,(Q, L(E)) and the distributions dkAjr a,L are in 
P(X”f(L!), H-‘(B)). We always denote B=rot A the magnetic field 
associated to the vector potential A; Then, consider the operator 
H=aD,+mfl+L+ W=&,+V. (13) 
Clearly ,f: P,‘,,(sZ) -+ P,,,(Q) is well defined. We use the notations 
6 = aD + rnfl (Dirac free hamiltonian), 
t?, = aD, + m/l E fi - aA (Dirac hamiltonian with 
an external magnetic field), 
V=L+ w. 
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If cp: Q + Iw is of class C’, we introduce the operator 
and similarly HA(~), where Vq = (8, cp, S,cp, 8, cp ). Our later arguments are 
based on the identities given in Lemmas 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 3. Under the assumptions made above, for any v E 2f (Q) we 
have 
Re((fiTq-iaVq+l)v,(H(cp)-1)~)) 
= )laD,v1(‘+ (0, [m2-132-(V~)‘] v) 
+Re((&-iaVq+J)v, VP) 
= )lD,vll’+ (v, [m2-i12-(V~)2-aB] c) 
+Re(fi,-iaVp+J)o, VLT). (14) 
Proof: Because of Lemma 2, we have to prove only the first equality. 
We can assume I’= 0. Exactly as in the proof of the part (i) of Lemma 2 
we are reduced to the case A;G C”(Q). Then 
VLW + 4uL(cp) - A) 
The identity (14) is useful if l,I <m but it is not sufficient in the case 
111 > m. We now assume that 0 4 Q and introduce the operators (defined on 
x:(Q)) 
r= 1x1, o=xr-‘, 
g,=;{x,D t A)$ p A =I!0 D 1 1L ) Al 
where (S, T) = ST + TS for vectors operators S and T. We put 9A = 9 and 
P, = P in the case A = 0. Remark that 
P,4=oD,-irp’, Bq = rP, - f 
2’ (15) 
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LEMMA 4. Besides the assumptions made before, suppose 0 4 52 and cp of 
class C’. Then for any c’ E #‘j.(Q) bee have 
2Re(aD,+2i~~~+(~.i”,,aV~))u,(H(cp)-~)tl) 
:=2IID,t~11’+4Re(xD,~,V~D,~v)+2Im(xD,v,d~u) 
+(u, [xV(Vcp)‘+2(la+Vcpxo)Bxx]a)+2Re(aD,,u,Lu) 
+4Re(xD,dv,aVcp.Lv)-2A(v,xVL.v) 
+(c,(3Vcp+2(xV)Vcp)i[a, L] u)+2Re(aDAr, M’LJ) 
+4 Re(aVcp.xD,dc, I+‘~‘)+41 Re(ixD,c, WV) 
+ 2 Re((3;i - 3iaVq - i(xV) aVqj u, Wu). (16) 
Proof The meaning of the terms containing B and VL was explained 
before. Tlie proof consists of a formal part, in which A and L are assumed 
to be reglilar enough, and a limiting argument similar to that made in the 
proof of 1,emma 2, which we have left for the reader; let us only write the 
detailed expressions 
(u,a(Ebxx )v)= -i(9,u,aD,tl)+i(aD,u,~Av)-(u,aD,tl) (17) 
(r,xVLc)=i(Pu, La)-i(Lc,GSu> (18) 
(the first equality follows easily from (19)). The formal part of the proof, 
also quite straightforward, is somewhat edious, so we shall write down the 
main steI s. First, from 
[C&D,,]-[xD,,D,]=i(Bxx+D,) (19) 
we get 
! Im(9,r, (B,(q)-A) 1)) 
=(u,aDAu)+2Re(~‘,o,aVc+w)+(o,a(Bxx)v). (20) 
By using (4), we have 
But 
Re(ajfl) = 0, 2 Re(iD,Vcp) = i[D,, Vq] = Aq, 
D,xVcp= -V~~XD,~, 
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hence 
From (20) and (21) we obtain 
2Re(aD,4t~,(fi,(cp)-A)v)+4~Im(9Ao,(fiA(cp)-l)~~) 
=211D,~ull2+(t~,d~v)+2E.(~,a(Bxx)~~)+2(0,a(V~xD,)v) 
+ 42 Re( $ ~1, aVc+w ). (22) 
The last two terms are inconvenient for later considerations. In order to 
cancel them we have been forced to use the operator {g,., aVcp}, which 
unfortunately increases a little too fast at infinity and will oblige us to put 
on L a condition stronger than the natural one. Using (15) and two 
times (4), we get 
{gA, avcp} aD, 
= {rP,,(aVcp)(aD,)J+iVcp(Bxx)-a(Vcpx(Bxx)) 
={rP,,V~D,)+i(rP,,o(V~xD,)} 
+iVq(Bxx)-(oxVq)(Bxx), 
hence 
2 Re{gA, aVcp) aD, 
=2ReCrP,,V~D,)-+{2ReirP,,a(V~xD,~)1 
-2(cxVq)(Bxx) 
=2RejrP,,,Vcp.D,A}-2a(VcpxD,)-2(crxVcp)(Bxx). (23) 
Using ( 15 ) we obtain 
2Re{rP,j,Vq.D,) 
= {P,4r, {Vcp, D.4}} +2iVq.D, = {g,, {Vcp, DA}) 
-i(Vq, D,,) + 2iV~pD,~ 
=2 Re(gA{Vcp, D.4})-d~=2 Re(D,x{Vq, DA))--drp 
=4 Re(D,4x.VcpD,A)+2 Im(D,4x.dq)-dcp. (24) 
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From (23) and (24) we obtain 
2Re(l~~,aV~~tl,(~,(cp)-~)u) 
=2Re((~~,aV~~tl,aD,tl) 
+2 Re( (gA, aVcp) u, iaVcpc?) 
-2ARe({~~~,aVq)v,v) 
=4 Re(xD,,c, VqD,4~l) 
+ (11, xV(Vcp)’ o) - 41 Re( ?PA u, avcpv). (25) 
We get in the right-hand side the two inconvenient terms of (22). 
Adding (2:!) and (25) we obtain (16) in the case L= W=O. Since 
Q,., = xD,~ - ii the rest of the proof is easy. 1 
3. H-INEQUALITIES FOR Ii1 -cm 
In this section we shall not use the decomposition V= L + W because V 
is allowed to be at the same time locally singular and with a long range part. 
THEOREIA 1. Let~~[Wsuchthat~2~<mandR,>0.LetA:Q(R,)-t[W3, 
C’:Q(R,)-+ L(E) he such that A, and VE~~P(~-X~(Q(R~)), X’(Q(R,)). 
Assume th II V is small at infinity in the following sense: for any E > 0 there is 
R(E)< x8 such that /IVL~(I dc(IIaDAL~(I’+ (lv(I’)“‘for any L’EZC~.(Q(R(E))). 
Let cp: [R,, ,x. ) + [w he an increasing function qf class C’ and such that 
lim SUP,+~ q’(r)’ < m2 - A’. We denote bv the same letter cp the function 
x t-+ cp( 1x1 I defined on Q( R,). Then there are constants c, R < ,x8 such that 
for any utr,~~,,(Q(R))n.~(B(R)) 
JlaD,e’Q(l + I(e(pu(I 5 cI(e”‘(H- 2) 24/l. (26) 
In particular, -from uE.3Y:,,(SZ(Ro))n~(R(R,)) and eW(H-l)uE 
.X(Q( R,) I it .follon,s that aD 4evu and ewu are square-integrable in the 
neighbour,tood of the infinit).. 
Proof: As we mentioned, the theorem is completely independent of the 
behaviour of A and B at infinity. Using Lemma 2, we obtain the following: 
assume B are functions and that for any E > 0 there is R(E) < rxj such that 
for any v :X”f(Q(R(&))) 
(~7. IBI tl> ~EIIvII$~, II VLllI 5 EIIUII., ‘. (27) 
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Then k’ is small at infinity in the sense of Theorem 1. Moreover, under con- 
dition (27) we can find constants c, R < ,x such that for any 
LX o&‘o,W(R)) n =WWW 
I(PUII~l 4 5 clle’P(H- A) UII. (28) 
In particular, if ~EY?(Q(R,,))~X~,,(Q(R,)) and ~‘+‘(H-A)~E 
%‘(L?(R,)), then e% and D,e% are square-integrable in the neighbourhood 
of infinity. Remark that this stronger result is also gauge independent and 
the assumption on A is purely local. However, B must be small at infinity. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The starting point of the proof is the identity (14). 
For any E>O we have 
where in the last inequality we have assumed LJ E Xf(Q( R(E))). Using (14) 
we get for such a function c’ 
m2-A’-(1 +6s)(V~)Z-~-6.s(m/?+1)’ u . I> 
Let u>O, p<~ and ‘#(a,p)={cp:Q(R,)+1W)cp is of class C’ and on 
R(p): (Vcp)*sa}. Then for any a<m*-A* and p< m we can find 
c, R < XI such that for any u E X:(SZ(R)) and any cp E %?(a, p) 
IlaD, UII + Ilull S cll(Wcp) - 2) 4. 
Taking c’= e%, u E *:,(a( R)), we get 
llaD,4e’Pull + lle’+‘ull 5 clle’P(H- 2) 1.4. (29) 
It is clear that the inequality remains true for UE ,,A?f(Q(R)). Assume, 
moreover, that cp is bounded near infinity. Then (29) is true for any 
u E ,~,‘,,(Q(R)) n Z(Q( R)). In fact, take q E Cc(lR3) equal to 1 (resp. 0) 
for 1x1 5 1 (resp. 1x1 2 2) and put q,Jx) =q(x/k) for k>O, uk = qku. 
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Write (29) for ~4~ and take the limit k + cc using Fatou lemma in the left- 
hand side and the dominated convergence theorem in the right-hand side, 
taking intcl account the relations 
where xCk, zk, is the characteristic function of R(k, 2k). Hence, we have (29) 
for any ~E~~~:,,(SZ(R))~~(S~(R)) and any ~E%?(u, p) bounded near 
infinity. If cp E %(a, p) has the property: there is a sequence {so,,},, N of 
functions (3, E %(a, p) such that 
(a) I 29) is true for any cp,, and any uEo-X~oc(Q(R))nX(O(R)), 
(b) 40,1(x) + p(x), Vcp,Jx) -Vcp(x) if n + CC, for any XEQ(R), 
(c) ‘P,Scp? 
then (29) \vill remain true for this cp and u as before. In fact, it is enough to 
write (29) with cp replaced by cp, and then to pass to the limit under the 
integrals ising the Fatou lemma in the left-hand side and the dominated 
convergen’ze theorem in the right-hand side. Let cp be as in the statement of 
the theoren and 
(we can a isume cp(R,) = 0). Then cpk 2 cp’ and ~p,~ 5 cp. Hence cp, is in the 
same class %?(a, p) as rp and (a), (b), (c) are satisfied. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, let UEX(Q(R,)) 
such that u E %‘,‘,,(R(R,)) and Hu = lu. Then .for any k < (m2 - 12)‘!2 we 
have Ilek’lcII < cc’. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A: R3 -+ R’, V: [w3 --t S(E) such that Aj and V 
belongs to 6P(Y”f, 2). Assume that aD, and H are selfadjoint on s?’ in X 
and that C. is small at infinity in the sense of Theorem 1. Then the eigenvalues 
of H in ( -m, + m) are of finite multiplicities and can have only fm as 
accumulation points. 
Proof Let A c ( -m, +m) be a compact set. From the proof of 
Theorem I it follows that the constants c, R appearing in (26) can be 
chosen independent of A E A. Since aD, is self-adjoint on Z”, it is clear 
that (26) mplies 
IIWlx~ 5 clle”(H- 1) 4 (30) 
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for any UEX~(Q(R)). Now extend q to all of R’ such that it is Lipschitz. 
Let qk be as in the proof of Theorem 1 and take k 2 R. If UE X1 and 
Hu = Au, 1 E A, we have 
ll@‘4.K~ 5 Ile’+T 1 - tlk) uIIxl+ Ile’P~k4X 15 +++YH- ~)(rl~)ll 
+ const II 2.411 x I i const I( ~11 X I 
with a constant independent of A. On the other hand u = (2 - i)( H - i) -’ u 
and (H-i)-‘:2+2’ is an isomorphism because H is a self-ad-joint 
operator on X’. Hence 
IIuII.~ 15 const Ilull 
with a constant independent of E.. In conclusion we have 
Ile’Pull.r~ Sconst Ilull (31) 
for any eigenfunction u of H corresponding to an eigenvalue II, II E A. Let da 
be an orthonormal set of such eigenfunctions: it follows that e9@ is boun- 
ded in #‘. Take q(r) = Kr, for example, with K>O small enough. Then 
emV: YP’ + X is a compact operator, hence 02 = e-V(eVB) is a relatively 
compact set in X, i.e., is finite. 1 
4. H-INEQUALITIES FOR IA) >m AND LOGARITHMIC WEIGHT 
In this section we assume A = 0, m # 0, and we study H = fi + V with the 
Fourier transform method of Agmon [ 11. For any k E R3 and 1 E R let us 
consider the following operator in E: 
h,(k) = ak + m/? - 1, h,(k) E h(k). 
Let p(k) = (m2 + k2)“2. Then h(k) is self-adjoint and h(k)‘= p(k)‘, hence 
the eigenvalues of h(k) are included in the set { +p(k), -p(k)}. From 
cli = -/%.xjp ~ ‘, a = -txj@: ’ we get Tr h(k) = 0. The dimension of E being 4 
we see that the eigenvalues of h(k) are p(k) and --p(k), each of them being 
of multiplicity two. It is easy to show that 
is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of E generated by the eigen- 
vectors of h(k) of eigenvalues *p(k). Hence 
W)=Ak) P+(k)-p(k) P-(k) (32) 
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is the s )ectral decomposition of h(k). It follows that for any 
1~ ~‘\{/W, -AW) 
kj.(k)p’=(p(k)-A)m-‘P+(k)-(p(k)+l)-LPm(k). (33) 
Let us rentark that P, : R3 + S(E) are C” and bounded together with all 
their derivatives. 
LEMMA 5. Zf,I~(rn, CG) (resp. AE(-CC, -m) ands> -4, then there is 
a constant c = c(A, s) (a locally bounded function of 1 and s) such that: for 
an?’ gEJpS+’ such that P+(k)g(k)=O (resp. P_(k)g(k)=O) for 
p(k) = IE,I (almost everywhere with respect to the usual spherical measure on 
the sphere k’= AZ-m’), the function (defined for p(k) # IAl, hence almost 
every \tlhen 1 in R 3 ) 
fik)=W-‘g(k) 
is locally ‘ntegrable, hence is a well-defined distribution, and in fact we can 
have .f E & ‘.’ and 
Ilf II .w’ 5 4 gll xl+‘. (34) 
Proof Let us recall that, since s + 1 > t, the restriction of g to the 
sphere p(k) = 111 is well defined. Assume, for example, J > m. Clearly 
P*gEX +l and (u(.)+A)-‘P~gEXS+‘. We apply the theorem in 
Appendix B of Agmon [ 1 ] with f(k) = p(k) - 1. It follows that 
(p( . )-A)-’ P, ge L:,,(R3; E) n 2’ 
llb.4~ ~-~)-‘~+~ll.~~~~ll~+gll,.+~~const llgll,r+l. 
Also one has 
hence (33 I gives the desired result. 1 
Let p: Ck3 + Iw be defined by p(x) = (1 + x’)“~. Let Y’(R3; E) be the set 
of E-vah ed tempered distributions and 9: 9’(R3; E) + 9”( R3; E) the 
Fourier tl ansform. We put 9u = ti. 
THEOREM 2. If A E R\[ -m, + ml and s > - f, then there is a constant 
c = c(A, s) (a locally bounded function of A and s) such that for every 
u E Y’( R3; E) having the property du E L:,,( R3; E) the following inequality is 
true: 
llP”~ll.~~ =<clw+ w- 2) 4. (35) 
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Proof: The argument is essentially due to Agmon. Let o = (A - 1) u. We 
may assume I/p ‘+ lull < co, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Clearly 
h,(k) i(k) = C(k) 
ti E L/J R3; E), o^ESSf’ c L/J R3; E). 
We get then (almost everywhere) 
i(k)=hi(k)-’ G(k). 
Let us assume 1> m. Then we shall be able to apply Lemma 5 if we can 
show: P+(k) 6(k) = 0 for p(k) = A. Using (32) we have 
P+(k) 6(k) = (p(k)- 2) P+(k) 4k). 
If 6: R3 + E is continuous, then we can use formula (3.7) of Agmon [ 11, 
< lims;p (2.5)’ [ ,rk,~,;~:~ml),?,srI~(k)-~’ ‘(p+li,e)‘dk 
5 const lim sup I l(P+ri, 0)l dk=O, c-0 I Ikl-(j.‘-nr’)‘~‘ISc 
hence (P, t;)(k) =0 almost everywhere on the sphere p(k)= 1. We can 
apply the inequality (34) in this case and obtain 
IIP”4l 5 CIIP” + ‘UII 
and (35) is a consequence of 
IIWull = IIaW~lI 5 IWD~II + I4 11~‘~ 11 
5 Ilp”4l + IIh$-A)p”ull + I4 Ib+‘~ll ~~IIP”+‘~I. I 
We follow Agmon [l] in the proof of 
COROLLARY 1. Let V: R3 -+ L(E) and 6>0 such that 
P ‘+dVEY(3EP’,2f). Lef AEIW\[- m, +m] and so> -f-ii If UEA?,!,~, 
puE3P’, ~uEL,‘JR~;E) and (&+W)u=Au, then p”u~~&’ for anq 
S<C.O. 
Proof Since (A- A) u = - Wu, u E .4p’(R3; E) and ri E L,‘,,( [w3; E), we 
get for any s > - 4: 
IIPW,I 15 4w+ ’ Wz.411 Sconst I)p5P6~)IJy~. (36) 
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First take s=s,+6. It follows that pJof”u~~‘; then take s=s,+26, 
etc. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Ler V: [w3 + S(E) be such that pLfEV~5f(X’, X) for 
some E > 0 and H = 8 + W is self-adjoint in #I. Then the eigenvalues of H 
in FU,[ - VI. + m] are of finite multiplicity and can have only fm as 
uccuniular ion points. 
Proof: Let n c rW\,,[ --I, +m] be compact, i E n and u E Xx’ such that 
Hu=& Then u=(A-i)(H-i)-‘u and (H-i)-‘:X+X’ is con- 
tinuous, hence /Ird(l f I 5 cI/u(I with a constant depending only on A. Take 
6 = E > 0, s = c: in (36) which gives 
IW4 .* 1 2 cona II4 
with a constant depending only on A. Since p-‘: 2’ + 2 is compact, the 
argument following (3 1) can be applied. 1 
5. H-INEQUALITIES FOR 111 > m AND GENERAL WEIGHTS 
We nclw consider the general operator H given by (13) and 1 E R, 
lAl>rn. I.et R,>OandA:Q(R,)-+R3, L:Q(R,)+S(E), W:Q(R,)+L(E) 
such that Ai, L, and U’ belongs to 9(,%f(Q(R,)), X(Q(R,))). 
DEFINIUON. We say that the Condition C, (resp. C_ ) is satisfied if the 
following are true: 
(I ) B = rot A is a bounded function and 
,x\$” IB(x)l = ,xy~, lx x B(x)1 = 0. (37) 
(2) L is a bounded function and 
lim (~x~)“~IL(x)~ =0 (38) 
1x1 - x 
lim sup xVL 2 0 (resp. lim inf xVL >= 0). (39) 
(XI - 3( 1x1 - x 
(3) 1x1 W(x) is small at infinity in the following sense: for any E > 0 
there is R(E) < cc such that for any v E #f(Q(R(&))) 
II 1x1 WI 5& Ilull ‘. x4 (40) 
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Remarks. (a) As explained in Lemma 2, the condition 
II 1x1 W4l 5& ll4l.R~ (40 1’ 
is stronger than (40). 
(b) Condition (39) is interpreted in the sense of distributions: for any 
E>O there is R(E) < c;o such that if UE%‘~.(Q(R(E))) 
(cl, XVLU) Q((u(j2 (resp. >= --E~~c~~~*), (39)’ 
the meaning of the left-hand side being given in (18). 
(c) The condition (38) is certainly stronger than necessary; it should 
be replaced by IL(x)1 -+ 0 for 1x1 -+ co. We tried to explain in the course of 
the proof of Lemma 4 the reason for its appearance. 
A function cp: 52( R,) -+ [w is radial if it depends only on r = (xl. We 
denote then by the same letter cp the function I,,+: (R,, E#) + Fk! such that 
q(x)= $(/xl). cp’, cp”, etc., are the derivatives of cp with respect o r. Hence 
we have 
ovcp = cpl, vcp = q’o, Acp = q” + 2r - ‘cp’. 
We use the notation h = aw, which is a self-adjoint unitary operator in 2”. 
We write (16) and (14) for a radial cp and subtract (14) from (16) in order 
to get 
2 Re ; aD, + 2(ii + c&p’) xD, 
=~~D,~~~~~+4(0D,~t~,rcp’~oD,~~)+2Im(oD,u,rrp”u) 
+ c, i.Z-m’+cp’Z+2r(p’cp”-2q”-4~+cB 
CL r 
+2(h+q’oxa)Bxx t’ I> 
+Re(aD,u,(L+W)u)+4Re(cp’xD,v,oi(L+W)v) 
-2~(V,XVL~V) 
+411Re(ixD,u, Wv)-Re((Sioicp’+4itircp”+m~+i)tl, Lo) 
-Re((5ioicp’+ic?rcp”+m~-5i)o, Wt,). (41) 
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DEFINI’ rroN. We say that a function cp: Q(R,) + R is of type N (normal) 
if it is a r Idial positive function and that the corresponding cp: (R,, cx) + [w 
is of clas! C2 on [R,, co)), q’(r) > 0 for any r 2 R0 and for r + co it has the 
propertie j: 
(a) 4 = O(N), 
(b) if cp’ is not bounded, then cp’ -+ cc and cp” >= 0. 
In the following estimates C denotes various constants depending only 
on A (lixed m) and which are locally bounded as functions on 
AE(W\,[-m, +m]. It is clear that ~czD,LJ~~~~~~D~II~~, hence 
IlaD,ul( -5 t/31(D,v~i and IIoD,oll 5 (ID,Auli. Let cp be of type Non SZ(R,). 
Denote ‘)y M= AI(cp) a constant greater than or equal to 1 such that 
Ir(p”( 5 ilfq’ and introduce the function 0 = (1 + up’)““. Then clearly one 
has 
2; I(D,ul’+; IIOwD,ull’ 
1 +(p’ 
A2-m2+rp’2+2rcp’(p”-67 v . I> (42) 
On the other hand, the left-hand side of (41) is majorated by 
~(~(O+rB~1)(H(~)-I)u~~‘+C~~~D,Iu~~2+C~~~B~DAu~~~ 
+ CsMII(1 +cp’) uIIZ (43 1 
for any : > 0. Similarly we have 
2 Im(oD,u, r(p”u) 2 --E(l(rcp’)L’2WDAvl12-~ 
2 -sl,OwD,o,‘-ff 
2 
v 
II 
From n)w on we assume that the condition C, is satisfied, with K = sgn 1. 
Then it IS easily shown that for any E > 0 there is R(E) < co (which depends 
only 011 A, L, W and A but it is a locally bounded function of 
1 E lQ\\[ -m, +m]) such that for any u E c?ifOf(Q(R(~))) the terms containing 
B, I?. anal W in (41) are bounded from below, 
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-C~(~D,u~~‘-CM~~((1+cp’)v~~‘+4Re((oicp’+li)xD,u,Wu) 
2 -CE(~D,~~~*-CME~~(~+~~‘)U~~~-CE~~O~D,U~~~ 
-f )l(O+rW’) wtrq2 
2 -c E+~lll(@+rQ-o WllJ2,,,, 
( > 
IIPt4l” 
-c MEf$B+rO-1) W(ll2,,,, 
( > 
[I(1 +p’) u)I*-CEJIQOD,U(I~ 
(45 1 
where, for an operator T, the number 111 Till R is the smallest constant K with 
the property II 7i1I/ 5 K(loll Jy; for any ~1 E Xf(Q(R)). Putting up together the 
estimates (42k(45) we obtain: 
LEMMA 6. Assume condition C,, IC = sgn 1, is satisfied by A, L, W on 
Q( R,). Let cp be of type N on B(R,) and Mz 1 such that r/q”1 5 M~I’. 
Denote 0 = (1 + r(p’)1’2. Then for any E > 0, there are constants C, R < cc 
(which depend only on E, A, L, W, m and 1 and are locally bounded as 
functions of 1 E Iw\[ -m, + m] ) such that for an)’ t’ E #:(&l(R)) 
i-E-tii(Ocr@-‘) 
A’--m*+cp”+2rcp’cp” 
EM2+:Jll(B+r@-‘j WJII* (1 +cp”) u 4 I> 
~Cll(o+rO~‘)(H(cp)-~)tr(l~. (46) 
THEOREM 3. Let 2 E [w such that (21 > m and R,> 0. Assume that 
A: Q( R,) + [w’, L: Q(R,) -+ S(E), W: Q( R,) -+ L(E) are such that 
.4,, L, WE S?(,Hf(Q(R,)), *(l&R,))) and satisjj? condition C,, K = sgn 1. 
Let cp be a type Njmction on B(R,) such that cp’ = O(r j for r + x and 
liminf(q”+2rcp’cp”)> -(AZ-m’). 
r - J (47 1 
Then, from UE~(S~(R,))~~“:,,(SZ(R,)) and 1x1 ev(H-I) UEX(Q(R~)), 
it followc~ that ewu and DAevu are square integrable in a neighbour- 
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hood of infinity. There are constants R, C < ,x such that ,for an? 
UE ,x,‘o,(Q(R)) n WQ(R)) 
]I(1 +q~‘)e~uJJ + !J(rcp’)‘:‘wD,eWulJ + 1JD,1e(Pz4JJ _ICllre”(H-i)uJl. (48) 
Proof: If M, N, p < OG, v > 0 are constants, we denote by %( M, N, p, v) 
the class of all functions cpO of type N on Q(R,) such that on Q(p) we have 
dir) 5 Nr, Iwbl 5 MA, A2 - m2 + q$‘+ 2rcp&0: 2 v. 
Taking into account that if I&, is not bounded then cp{>=O, we easily see 
from (46) that there are constants C, R < ,x such that (48) is true for any 
u E Xo,‘(S?( R)) and cp = ‘pO E 59(M, N, p, v). Assume that, besides these con- 
ditions, ‘ve also have ‘pO = 0( 1) near infinity. Then, exactly as in the proof 
of Theorem 1 (see the paragraph following (29)) one shows that (48) 
remains true for any UE X(Q(R))n ,;X/,,(Q(R)): we must only remark 
the following: 
r 
rlvrlkl 5 COnSt i Xrk. 2klS const b~k, 2kj. 
From now on, the proof is based only on the following observation: if cp,, 
is a type N function for which there is a sequence {cp,,),, 0, , of functions 
in %(M N, p, v) such that qJr)=lim q,(r) as E -+O, qb(r)=lim q:(r) as 
E+O fcr any rzR, (P~~(P~, and if (48) is true for any cp = cp,: and 
UE ,ti,‘,,(Q(R)) n Z(Q(R)), then (48) is also true for cp = cpO and all such 
14 (use tire Fatou lemma and the dominated convergence theorem as in the 
proof oi Theorem 1). 
Now, following [2], we apply this procedure in three steps. We assume 
that cpO 5%(M, N, p, v). R, 2 1, cp,( R,) = 0 (it is clear that there is no loss 
of generality in this) and that cp = qDo satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. 
(1) Assume, moreover, that q;(r) -+ 0 for r -+ ‘x8. Let 
cp,(ri = i 
?- 46(t) 7 cit. 
R,, 1 + Et‘ 
Then fc r r 2 R,, one has 
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It is clear that qE is of type N and there are M,, N,, p,, v, independent of E 
such that qE E V(M,, N,, p,, vI). Moreover, cp, is bounded at infinity, 
hence all the conditions of the above observation are satisfied. Hence the 
theorem is proved under the assumptions rp’ E q$, + 0 at infinity. 
(2) Assume that q$ is bounded at infinity. For EE (0, 1) let 
vp,(r) = SDo(r’ - “). 
Since R, 2 1 and ‘p,, is increasing, we get cp, 5 cp,,. We have 
cp:(r)=(l-&)r-&~b(r’~t)>O 
qgr)=(l -&)2r-%&(r’-E)-&(1 -&)r-E-‘q&(rl-~) 
Clearly qE is of type N and one has 
d(r) + 2wXr) cpXr) 
=rp:‘(r)( *+2rg) 
= (1 -~)2r-2E[~~2(r’~“)+2r’~“cpb(r’-E)(P~(r’~E) 
- 2apb(r’ -“) r’ pEcp~(r’-“) - 2&(p;‘(r’ -“)I. 
Since (1 -E)’ r--“_I I and q$, is bounded, we see that there are constants 
M,, N,, p,, V, independent of E such that for E < f: (P~E%(M,, N,, p,, v~). 
Also cpi -+ 0 at infinity. Using the result of (1) and the observation, we 
obtain the theorem in the case cp’- qb bounded. 
(3) If q~b is not bounded, let 
Then 
(49) 
cpL(r) = dJr) 
1 + .5&(r)’ 
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Hence 
0 < v:(r) < cpb(rL q;(r) >= 0. 
cp%-) d(r) 1 -=-. 
cpi(r) cpb(r) 1 + q&(r) 
Using the results of (2) we easily obtain the tinal result. 1 
We hat1 to put the condition cp’ = O(r) because the quantity rW appears 
in (40). If cp’ grows more rapidly than r, we have 
THEORI M 4. Let A, R,, A, L, W be as in Theorem 3. Let cp be a type N 
function (w SZ(R,-,) such that (47) is true. Assume, moreover: 
for lny E>O there is R(E) < xc such that if C’E XOf(O(R(&))): 
Il(v’(r))“‘W 144l,:. (50) 
Then there are constants C, R < x such that for any ME X(Q(R)) n 
,~,‘,,(Ql RI) 
ll(1 + cp’) @‘ull + II( ‘wD.Ae’Pull +IlD.4evulI 
5 C(((r + (rep’)’ ‘) e”(H- i) ~(1. (51) 
Proof: We define %( M, N, p, V) as in the preceding proof but we replace 
the condition qb 5 Nr by &I N(r + cp’). Let 0, = (1 + rqb)““. Using (46). 
we get constants C, R < 00, independent of v~E%(M, N, p, V) such that for 
u E Xf.(S?( R)): 
\I( 1 + cpb) e%I) + Il(rcpb)“‘oD,,e’%Jj + ljD.,e%lj 
~CC(I(O,+rO,‘)e”“(H-~)crll. (52) 
We estimate also: 00+r0,‘~C(r+(rcpb)‘2)~C(r+(r(p’)’1, where C 
depends only on N. If cp’ = O(r) then (51) is already proved. If rp’ is not 
O(r) then we use the approximation procedure of type (49). Namely, let 
cpAr)= ’ s v’(t) ‘& R” 1 +&q’(t) ’ E>O 
and t;tke in (52) cpO = (Pi. Then (52) will be true for any 
UEX((J!(R))~,X{JQ(R)) (because of Theorem 3) and we can repeat 
point (3 ) of the preceding proof. 1 
The following corollaries are proved exactly as in the case of Theorem I 
(for the second, remark that (laD,e@u\l 2 ,/3j(D,AeV14(l s Cllre’+‘(H- i) uJI. 
The corrstants C, R are locally bounded functions of I E KY\ [ -m, + m] ): 
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COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, let 
u~~(S2(R~))n~:~,(a(R,)) such that Hu=k. Then for any K< icy the 
functions eK”u and D A( eKr2u) are square integrable in a neighbourhood of 
injinity, If, moreover, cp is a type N function on I?( R,) with the properties: 
(i) cp’(r)zCr with C>O; 
(ii) (50) is satkfied. 
Then the function eKr’: can be replaced with ewu in the preceding assertion. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A: Iw3 -+ lF13, L: [w3 + S(E), W: [w3 -+ S(E) such that 
A.,, L, WE .9(X$X) and uD,~ and H are self-adjoint on J?’ in &“. Assume 
condition C + (resp. C _ ) is verified on some sZ( R ). Then the eigenvalues of H 
in (m, x:# ) (resp. ( - ic, -m) are of finite multiplicities and can have only m 
(resp. -m) as accumulation point. 
6. C-INEQUALITIES AND ABSENCE OF EIGENVALUES WITH 111~ m 
We now consider inequalities containing a parameter 4 1 and involving 
only the smooth, long range part of the Hamiltonian H, namely 
H, = aD,,, + m/? + L. Assume we are in the condition of Lemma 6, with 
W = 0. Then (46) becomes 
(~-E)IID~L’I(~+(~-E)IJ OoD,vll*+ (v, [~2-m’+cp’2+2rcp’cp” 
-sM’(l +cp”)] v> ~C[l(Q+rQ~‘)(H,(cp)-d)v/l* 
for any u E Xf.(Q(R)). Assume, moreover cp” 2 0; Then cp’ 1 const > 0. We 
replace cp by rep, T 2 1 (remark that C, R are independent of cp) and we take 
E small enough (depending on cp but not on r) in order to obtain: 
THEOREM 5. Let 13 E [w, III > m, and R, >O. Let A: SZ(R,) --, [w3, 
L: Q(R,) + S(E) such that A,, L E .JY(~X~(Q(R,)), X(Q(R,))). Assume the 
conditions (1) and (2) qf the condition C,, K = sgn ;I, are satisfied. Let 
cp:Q( R,) --) IF&’ be of type N and such that cp” 2 0. Then there are C, R < GO 
such that for any u E XCf.(Q(R)) and T 2 1 
(r)-“2(ID,qeT(PuII + j((r(p’)‘i2wDAerrPuI) 
+ (r)1s21((p’ervuII 2 CIJ(rcp’)“*e”(H, - A) uJj. (53) 
Proof: It is easily seen from the arguments of Section 5 leading to 
Lemma 6 that this theorem can be generalised to the case (,I( <m (without 
conditions on VL if ,I = 0), but we shall not need this generalisation. 
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We shall use now the interpolation spaces x:4 introduced in Section 2. 
Interpolating between the first and the third term in (53), we get for any 
SE [0, l] and u, r as in the theorem: 
We shall need 
(54) 
LEMMA 7. Let R > 0, 0 <.s < 1 and p defined by l/p = l/2 - .s/(s + 2). Let 
A: B(R)-+ [w3 be of class LfO,. Then there is C < ~1 such that for anj 
L’EXJ(S~(R)): 
Proof: In the case A = 0 the lemma is proved in the Appendix of [2]. 
The general case is obtained from an application of Lemma 1 and 
inequalit ,’ (6) with v = o, because we have 
lI~ll.v= II l4.ll,sCII l~l.lI,~+Cll~Dl4.Il I 
COROLLARY. In the condition of Theorem 5, we also haoe 
(lervz4(( le~~3 2 Cli(rcp’)‘,’ e”*‘(H, - i) u/l (56) 
In fact, t is enough to take s = ! in (54) and (55). 
THEOI.EM 6. Assume that 11-e are in the conditions of Theorem 3. 
Moreovr r, assume W has the property: W= W, + W, with 
lim II(r)” WsllL5,,,R,,=0, II(r)’ ’ W, II L’(RtRo)l< J^,. (57) 
R- x 
Let u E Ho(Q( R,)) n X~,,(Q(&)) such that Hu = Au. Then u =0 in a 
neighboilrhood of infinit],. Jf there is a closed set Kc Q( R,) of measure zero 
such thL t R(R,)jK is connected and -aA + L + WE L&, (Q( R,)\K, L(E)), 
then us:0 on Q(R,). 
Pro?; 1 Let us take cp(r)=r in Theorem 5. From (53) and (56) we get, 
for any u,,EX~(Q(R)) and ~2 1, 
(T)‘J211er’u01( + (ler’u,ll L~~.3 2 ClJ(r)’ ’ err(HL - A) uJ. 
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Hence 
CII(r)‘~2 e”(H- A) uoI( 2 CII(r)“‘(H, - A) uoIJ - Cll(r)“’ We*‘uol( 
2_ I(e”u,((,10~3 + (7)‘i2((ezrUo(( - Cl((r)“* Ws(IL5(~cRll 
x IleTr~OIIL~~~ - CIl(~)“’ @‘, II LI,R,R,~lleTr~OII. 
We can choose R so big that C(((r)“’ W51(L~cn(Rj,s 1. Then we choose z0 
such that C(((r)‘!’ W, Ij LK~tR(Rojl 5 (T~)‘~~ - 1. We get 
Ile”u,(J 5 Cll(r)‘,‘2 ezr(H- A) uo(I (58) 
for 7 2 7. and u E XJ(Q(R)). It is clear that this inequality remains true for 
u~E~X~(Q(R)). Let us prove that it will be true for any u,~3(Q(R))n 
,,3Yi:JQ(R)). It is enough to assume that the right-hand member of (58) is 
finite. Let qk be as in the proof of theorem 1 and uk = qkuO. Equation (58) is 
true if u0 is replaced with uk. But one has 
(r) It2 e”(H-1) uk =qJr)“* e”(H-l) uO- i(r)‘:‘*(aV~,) e”z4,. 
Theorem 3 shows that errUO EP(Q(R)). Since 
1 
(r)‘~21VvkI = (r)“*k IFvM 5 Ci xCk. Zk, 5 2Cx[,, 2k, 
we see that it is possible to use the dominated convergence theorem in the 
right-hand side of (58) (with u,, replaced by uk). In the left-hand side we use 
the Fatou lemma and we obtain (58) for u,E~F(R(R))~ o~,‘&2(R)). 
Now let u be as in the statement of the theorem, OEC~([W~) such that 
O(x)=0 (resp. 1) if 1x15 R+ 1 (resp. IxlzR+2) and uO=Ou. Since 
(H-/l)u,=Ofor IxlzR+2weget 
IIeTruOII sconst erlR+?’ 
for any 7 2 TV. This implies uO(x) = 0 for 1x1 2 R + 2. The last part of the 
theorem is a consequence of the unique continuation proved in [4]. 1 
APPENDIX: A “LOCAL" UNIQUE CONTINUATION PROPERTY FOR DIRAC 
OPERATORS 
Let us give some details about this property announced in [S], 
which is a generalization of a result of Hile and Protter [S], who treat only 
the case FE L,$. Let R be an open connected set, Dis -i(d/axi), D = 
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(D,,D,,Lr,), B(a,6)=(x~[W~(a<lxl<h), and P=f(x/lxl)D+D(x/lxl) 
- -i( l/r) (a/&), r= 1x1 defined as a symmetric operator on X(E(a, b)) 
with Xi.(,3(a, b)) as domain. We have the following result: 
THEOREM A. Let ~1: R --) R + be a function in L:,,(Q). If $ E X,‘,,,(Q) 
IWWNx)l < WhWl (ae. in Q) (59) 
and $(x) = 0 on an open, non-empty subset of Q, then II/ = 0. 
This ur ique continuation property implies in particular that a solution of 
(D - 1) tj = 0 with compact support is identically zero. In proving this 
theorem, we shall follow an old idea of Carleman, summarized for our 
situation in the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let U c R3 be an open set and let H: X,‘,,(U) + X$,(U) be a 
linear, lot al andfirst order operator (i.e., supp( Hu) c supp u if u E X:,,,(U)). 
Assume that there are tw’o continuous functions cp: U -+ Iw and 
E: (0, xi) + (0, XI) such that E(T) + 0 f7 + ,X and 
IleT’+‘uII <4r)ller’PHulI (60) 
for any I! E X:.( U) and an?’ large 5. Let I/J: X,‘,,(U) and X~E U such that 
HIC/ = 0 Iwd Ii/(x) = 0 in the intersection of a neighbourhood of x0 with a 
neighbou,hood of the set (XE cr\j.u,)~cp(x)~cp(x,). Then q(x)=0 in a 
neighbou,*hood of x0. 
Proof: See the proof of Lemma 1 in [7]. 
To ob .ain (60) we need the following “anisotropic Sobolev” inequality: 
LEMMA 2. Let 0 <a ==z b < a. There exist cc SC’ such that for an) 
u~R;,(l’(u, b) 
IIUIIL~~‘~ ~II4l I’2 + CIIWI. 
ProoJ This lemma can be easily proved by interpolation. 
To prl)ve Theorem A by using (60), see [2]. We need also the following 
result that is contained in 
THEOF EM 3. Let 0 <(I <b d x and cp: (a, b) + R be a function of class 
C’ #,ith the property: there are numbers E > 0 and M < m such that for any 
rE(a, b) 
v”(r) + 
v’(r), E -/ 7 Iv’(r)1 G M. r 
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Then there exist c, 5. E R such that for any s E [0, 11, u E X:(&a, 6)) and 
T > To 
cjle”‘@aDu(( 3 t.“2-s(lercpU(IS + (IPe’@‘ull. (61) 
Proof For s = 0, (61) is a consequence of the inequality 
By using the case s = 0 and the relation D2 = (aD)2 we obtain the case 
s= 1. One has 
Ilgrad(e”PU)I12 = (laD(e”+‘u)ll’ = IlerP(aD - ira grad cp) u)12 
< cte Tl(erPaDulj2. 
The case 0 <s < 1 is deduced by interpolation and (61) is the aim 
estimate. We have 
(1 - cII VII ,5,,.,)lle”%tDull d lle’(aD + V 4 
for any open U contained in B(a, b), u E S’f.( U) and T 2 TV. c is a constant 
independent of U, U, T. For the proof of Theorem A we choose U such that 
41 4 L5( L’) < 1 and we use (61) with s=O. One has 
lie” WI d II VII L5~L!,Ile”P~~ll,~~~~~ll /I,5,~,~Il~‘W~ll,~2+ IIP(e’“u)ll) 
B cl II VI/ L5~~~IlleT(PaWI 
where the constant c, does not depend on U. Finally 
IleYaD + V 41 3 Ile’“aWl~ 1 - c,Il r/II L5fujIl 1 
and it is enough to choose U such that c,II VI/,+,,, < 1. The proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
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